What Are the Differences Between a Website Embed, Popup, and Intercept?

The website embed, website popup, and website intercept are all methods for including your surveys on your website. In this article we'll discuss the differences between the website sharing methods.

Website Embeds

Website embeds allow you to include the survey as part of a page on your website. The most common scenario for using a embed is a sign-up form that you wish to display to all site visitors like the below example.

Generally surveys are embedded on a particular page but can be included on all pages depending on your website's code.

You'll need to have access to your website's code or know someone who does to set up the website embed.

*Check out our [Website Embed Tutorial](#) to learn more!*
Website Popups

Website Popups do just that, they pop-up a window on your website to get your visitors' attention. Popups are typically used to collect some type of feedback.

Generally popups are set up on a particular page since a popup on several pages can be pretty annoying for your site visitors. Popups will always display as a popup window like the below example.

You'll need to have access to your website's code or know someone who does to set up the website popup.

Check out our Website Popup Tutorial to learn more!
Website Intercept

The Website Intercept option is the most powerful option for sharing a survey on your website. Using the intercept you can set up custom logic conditions to determine when the survey displays to survey respondents. In addition, the intercept has several display options including a top banner, bottom banner, modal dialog (popup window), or inline using a CSS selector you specify.

The scenarios for which you might use an intercept are similar to a popup but, with the addition of the powerful logic tools, you can control which visitors are surveyed and when they are surveyed.

There are 2 benefits to using these logic controls available via the intercept:

1. Logic prevents survey fatigue among your website visitors by only surveying appropriate visitors.

2. Logic ensures that you collect the best data possible by not surveying visitors for whom the survey is not relevant.

You'll need to have access to your website's code or know someone who does to set up the website intercept.

Check out our Website Intercept Tutorial to learn more!
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